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Roger Waters is one of the original members of the band Pink Floyd, known for their concept
albums, The Dark Side of the Moon, Wish You were Here, Animals and The Wall. It is the latter title
that Walters has recently brought back to the stage as a solo act, providing every bit of theatrics and
drama worthy of such a masterpiece.

History of Roger Waters Tickets

Roger Waters was born in 1943 in Great Bookham, Surrey. This English musician at heart originally
began his studies at the Regent Street Polytechnic School of Architecture, as a series of aptitude
tests suggested that this field would be a good fit for him. However, Waters lost interest in his
studies and left school to pursue a music career.

During that time, Waters met up with the members of the band that would eventually become Pink
Floyd. This band became a rock legend in its own right, until they split in 1983 after the release of
their final album, The Final Cut.

Waters travels solo, playing his own music, as well as selections from Pink Floyd. Popularity is not a
problem for this aging musician, who continues to sell out Roger Waters tickets in every venue he
plays.

What to Expect with Roger Waters Tickets

Rogers Waters tickets open the door to more than a rock concert; they provide a glimpse into a
visual spectacle few others have seen on a stage outside of Broadway. As Waters plays through
The Wall, a makeshift wall is constructed that reveals one of the largest video screens ever seen.
The screen flashes a variety of images, both from the original movie The Wall and newer images
that fit well with the music today.

Roger Waters himself are still energetic and his vocals are right on target, although some of the
songs may have been restructured to avoid higher notes that Walters can no longer hit. This
performer shows his maturity and experience on stage with an adept performance that delights old
Pink Floyd fans, as well as newcomers, to The Wall experience.

Who Should Attend?

Rogers Walters tickets are appropriate for anyone who wants to experience classic rock music on a
much deeper level. The hidden meanings of The Wall lend themselves well to current events, and
Waters involvement in the political scene today gives him credibility in his most recent show.
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Jenelle - About Author:
a GoodSeatTickets.com is a premier source for a Cheap Roger Waters Tickets Chicago. Through
our dedication to providing stellar customer service and rock-bottom discount ticket pricing, we have
enjoyed tremendous success and customer satisfaction
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